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Creative dance is a superb way to stimulate children’s minds and muscles. There are even
suggestions for dance and music presentations for family members and friends. No earlier dance
experience is required&#151; Each activity is an enjoyable method for children to activate in
exercise and establish lifelong healthful habits, that is especially essential with children’s
increasingly sedentary lifestyles and growing childhood obesity prices.This assortment of
movement activities, all reflecting common early childhood curriculum themes, enhances
children’ All you have to to do is start shifting! With more than a hundred activities and two
accompanying CDs of music by Debbie Clement, One, Two, What MAY I Do? makes it simple to
incorporate lively movement into your entire day.each age-appropriate motion activity includes
step-by-step directions, sample script to help you guide children, modifications for children with
unique needs, and ideas to maximize learning.s physical, public and emotional, kinesthetic, and
cognitive learning during greetings, transitions, circle time, large-motor skill development, and
quiet-down and good-byes.
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each motion exercise is actually explained and easy for any adult to use Good researched,
organized according to a preschooler's day time, each movement workout is clearly explained
and possible for any adult to use. Additionally, there are a host of lessons to greatly help young
children develop their large motor skills. It is beautifully organized and easy to follow, even for
the novice to movement instruction. Any adult will be effective in leading children by using this
book. No professional movement schooling is needed to create a space where preschoolers
have fun shifting while developing their physical, emotional, and cultural skills. It includes
multiple approaches to coordination and activities which are part of every day life, and
encourages methods to be creative along the way. A large or small indoor space may be used or
they might be done outdoors. The movements are often turned into little performance items,
too! I highly recommend this thorough and joyful book. Super Reference for Preschool
Educators! Children have such an all natural love of movement! by Connie Bergstein Dow
includes teacher-friendly, no experience necessary, step-by-step directions to a lot more than
100 movement actions and includes CD’s with wonderful music by Debbie Clement. Because of
this marvelous book, this gained’t be a problem—even for those of us who are sure we've “two left
ft”! One, Two, What MAY I Do? However in my are a dance educator, I frequently discovered
teachers reluctant to integrate motion activities into their classrooms because they felt they had
no dance encounter themselves. Activities are made to be built-into the time’s rituals (starting
the day, circle period, transitions, peace and quiet and saying goodbye) as well as to instruct
about language, numbers, styles, and patterns, technology, and social research. The
accompanying music CDs are joyful and bouncy and what are obviously understood. I had by no
means worked with four and five yr olds, and this book saved my life. A Must Buy! I worked at a
very challenging daycare, and I used One, Two, What Can I do every day. I can’t recommend this
book highly plenty of! I'd recommend this publication. Connie Bergstein Dow required her time
and organized this book thematically that is also an enormous plus. I, not only used the book
myself, I provided it as gifts to many preschool and kindergarten teachers! It really is beautifully
organized and an easy task to follow I recently came upon this publication and found a gold
mine of concepts for play and creative movement with preschoolers. Any kid would love to
interact these movements and music. There is room for each leader to create these movements
in a personalized way to enhance each child's imaginative self-expression. I used all of the
creative movement actions, the music, and the stories. Don't spend the money Music was
repetitive and boring and the woman's tone of voice was hard to hear perpetually,not worth the
$ and returned, lacked depth and imagination.
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